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Introduction
“When a man (or woman) is tired of reading, he/she is tired of life.” 

With apologies to the great Samuel Johnson - (1709-1784) - one of
the most quoted men of the 18th century.

Here then are our – as in the Top Sales World’s editorial team’s –
favorite 50 books for your edification and delight.

Are they the best 50 sales and marketing related books ever
written? We cannot claim that, but certainly many of them would be
right at home if such a list existed.

TSW’s contributing team is the largest group of sales experts ever
gathered in one location, and they share their pearls of wisdom
daily – for free. If you have yet to discover the most popular and
significant sales-related location on the planet, please join the
orderly queue, and make your way there immediately. HERE

I do hope you enjoy our selections, and when you find yourself at a
loose-end or in a state of involuntary ennui this summer, do refer
back to this document as often as you wish.

Jonathan Farrington 
CEO
www.topsalesworld.com

PS: One of the aforementioned TSW contributing team members,
Nancy Bleeke, produces her own excellent list every year, which
you will find HERE

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samuel_Johnson
http://topsalesworld.com/top-sales-world-contributors/
http://topsalesworld.com/
http://www.salesproinsider.com/sales-summer-reading-list-2014/
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42 Rules to Increase Sales Effectiveness by Michael Griego
For the professional salesperson, sales manager or director, or really anyone
with a role in marketing or supporting selling efforts, this book is for you. It will
teach you updated tools, language and tactics of selling in today's market. These
rules have been road-tested by 28 years of personal sales and management
experience and by close observation of numerous salespeople and sales
organizations. They apply to all selling efforts, from high-tech enterprise sales to
non-technology sales. Buy Here�

52 Sales Management Tips by Steven Rosen
This book is written for sales managers who struggle within a corporate
environment that doesn't always support them or their development needs.
Frontline sales managers are facing unprecedented change, facing increased
demands to do more with less while driving sales performance. Whether you are
a sales executive, senior sales leader or a new, experienced or aspiring sales
manager you will find to be a valuable guide to consult whenever you are
experiencing problems.  Buy Here�

Conversations That Sell by Nancy Bleeke
Today's buyers want more from sales professionals than a simple consultation.
They're hungry for meaningful, collaborative conversations built on mutual value
and trust and that result in a Win3 ... where they, the seller, and the organization,
achieve a winning outcome. Conversations That Sell introduces sales
professionals to the collaborative conversation skills they need to capture
attention and secure business. It is packed with valuable tools and examples so
salespeople can keep the conversation focused on the buyer. Buy Here�

The Accidental Sales Manager by Suzanne Paling
Do you tackle several different roles including sales manager? Does managing
the sales team feel awkward? Do you want to achieve better sales results? If you
face the same struggle as many other small business owners—you can
successfully manage the rest of the company, but when it comes to the sales
team, you feel like your efforts are coming up short. This book urges you to stop
struggling and teaches you what you need to know to succeed. Buy Here�

Achieve Sales Excellence by Howard Stevens & Theodore Kinni
Achieve Sales Excellence examines the new paradigm of business-to-business
sales and outlines practices sales professionals and organisations must embrace
to have a world-class sales force. This book is the result of a 10-year study by The
HR Chally Group, several Fortune 500 companies and The International
Benchmarking Clearing house. It pinpoints the 3 needs of customers: Today’s
driving forces, the seller's responses to this new marketplace and 7 best practice
benchmarks of world class sales organisations and salespeople. Buy Here�

http://www.amazon.com/Rules-Increase-Sales-Effectiveness-Edition/dp/160773107X
http://www.amazon.com/52-Sales-Management-Tips-Managers/dp/0991754603/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405016713&sr=1-1&keywords=52+Sales+Management+Tips%3A+The+Sales+Managers%27+Success+Guide
http://www.amazon.com/Conversations-That-Sell-Collaborate-Conversation/dp/0814431801/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405114213&sr=1-1&keywords=Conversations+That+Sell
http://www.amazon.com/Accidental-Sales-Manager-Suzanne-Paling/dp/1599183986/ref=sr_1_2?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405016972&sr=1-2&keywords=The+Accidental+Sales+Manager
http://www.amazon.com/Achieve-Sales-Excellence-Customer-Professional-ebook/dp/B001OLRM4Q/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405017019&sr=1-1&keywords=Achieve+Sales+Excellence%3A+The+7+Customer+Rules+for+Becoming+the+New+Sales+Professional
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ACT Like a Sales Pro by Julie Hansen
Acting is the ultimate form of persuasion. Now you can learn the methods that
great actors use to engage and inspire clients and win more sales than you
dreamed possible! Act Like a Sales Pro shows you how acting and improv skills
can enhance your own selling style, make you stand out in an increasingly
competitive marketplace, and create a memorable buying experience. Easy-to-
follow steps, exercises, and real-world coaching sessions help you move
confidently from cold-calling to closing. Buy Here�

Agile Selling by Jill Konrath
Sales people who are promoted, switch jobs or face new conditions need to
learn lots of new information and skills quickly. It’s a daunting task, compounded
by the fact that they’re under intense pressure to deliver immediate results. Agile
selling is the ability to quickly learn all this new information and then leverage it
for maximum impact, as revealed in this book’s strategies for establishing
situational credibility with your targeted or existing customers. Buy Here�

Baseline Selling by Dave Kurlan
This book dramatically changes the way we approach the sales process,
replacing the gratuitous complexity commonly advocated with an elegant and
very effective simplicity. Studies have shown that selling techniques of the last
two decades have had little impact on most of the sales population because of
the complexity, learning curve and difficulty in applying the concepts in these
systems. Baseline Selling reemphasizes the fundamentals of selling in a fresh,
memorable way that modern sales professionals can relate to. Buy Here�

Be Bold and Win the Sale by Jeff Shore
The most common challenge every sales professional must overcome is not
indecisive customers, inferior products or innovative competitors. It's the
discomfort you feel when initiating calls, dealing with difficult customers and
asking for the sale. This indispensable, inspiring and humor-filled guide for all
sales professionals maintains that boldness – a skill that can be learned -- is
required to embrace this discomfort and to leverage it to land the sale. The book
includes self-assessments tools and case studies. Buy Here�

Business Without The Bullsh*t by Geoffrey James
Business Without the Bullsh*t explains how to clear the clutter from your work life
so you can achieve real and lasting success. You'll learn how to earn the respect
of your peers, use layoffs to build your career, give unforgettable presentations
and nail that all-important email. Full of the bluntest secrets from the most
successful workers, this book provides the essence of what you need to know to
achieve a successful and meaningful career in the business world. Buy Here�

http://www.amazon.com/Act-Like-Sales-Pro-Dramatically/dp/1601631677/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405017774&sr=1-1&keywords=ACT+Like+a+Sales+Pro!
http://www.amazon.com/Agile-Selling-Quickly-Todays-Ever-Changing/dp/1591847257/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405019084&sr=1-1&keywords=Agile+Selling
http://www.amazon.com/Baseline-Selling-Superstar-Already-Baseball/dp/1420895672/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405019148&sr=1-1&keywords=Baseline+Selling+--+How+to+Become+a+Sales+Superstar+by+Using+What+You+Already+Know+About+the+Game+of+Baseball
http://www.amazon.com/Be-Bold-Win-Sale-Performance/dp/0071829229/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405019247&sr=1-1&keywords=Be+Bold+and+Win+the+Sale%3A+Get+Out+of+Your+Comfort+one+and+Boost+Your+Performance
http://www.amazon.com/Business-Without-Bullsh-Secrets-Shortcuts/dp/1455574589/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405019298&sr=1-1&keywords=Business+Without+The+Bullsht
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The CEO’s Guide to Getting More Out Of the Sales Force
by Greg Alexander
Interest in sales force effectiveness from the CEO office is rising because the top
sales jobs in the United States turn over about every 18 months. The primary
cause of this short tenure is the inability of the sales leader to deliver on revenue
results. Yet, improving sales force performance can be internally disruptive and
externally visible to customers. This book helps CEOs who are caught between
uneasiness and the impatience for better sales performance escape this
unproductive bind. Buy Here�

Changing the Sales Conversation by Linda Richardson
In this era of iPads, iPhones, and apps, sales communications may be growing,
but sales conversations are dying -- and so are too many sales. Globalization,
the explosion in competition, the slow economy and fast-emerging technologies
all have changed buying habits. This book provides five clear strategies and
tools to help you with insights and ideas to demonstrate to clients that you know
their world, to gain client consensus and to use tools to guide and accelerate
closing. Buy Here�

Coaching Salespeople Into Sales Champions by Keith Rosen
How many salespeople (and managers) are not realizing their fullest potential?
What stands in the way to greater performance isn’t something they don’t have
but something they don’t get consistently: Effective coaching. Coaching
Salespeople into Sales Champions provides a proven coaching framework used
by the world’s leading sales organizations so that managers can confidently
facilitative powerful, engaging coaching conversations to help reach business
objectives faster and to win more sales today. Buy Here�

The Collaborative Sale by Keith Eades & Timothy Sullivan
The roles of buyers, sellers, and technology have changed and collaboration is
now the key to success on all sides. The Collaborative Sale guides sales
professionals toward alignment with buyers, by helping them overcome their
problems and challenges and by creating value. From building a robust
opportunity pipeline and predicting future revenues to mastering the nuances of
buyer conversations, this book contains the information sales professionals
need to remain relevant in today's sales environment. Buy Here�

Creating a Million Dollar a Year Sales Income by Paul McCord
Developing a solid referral base is the single most important -- and difficult --
task you face as a salesperson. This book sets out a detailed, yet flexible course
of action that has been proven to generate referrals in virtually any sales system
or environment and in any industry. It features compelling real-world examples
of common mistakes and solutions that will transform lost opportunities into real
prospects. This book teaches you how to create the referral base that
guarantees success. Buy Here�

http://www.amazon.com/CEOs-Guide-Getting-Sales-Force/dp/0557414903/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405343254&sr=1-1&keywords=CEO%E2%80%99s+Guide+to+Getting+More+Out+Of+the+Sales+Force%2C
http://www.amazon.com/Changing-Sales-Conversation-Connect-Collaborate/dp/0071823654/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405033550&sr=1-1&keywords=Changing+the+Sales+Conversation
http://www.amazon.com/Coaching-Salespeople-into-Sales-Champions/dp/0470142510/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405033613&sr=1-1&keywords=Coaching+Salespeople+Into+Sales+Champions
http://www.amazon.com/Collaborative-Sale-Solution-Selling-Driven/dp/1118872428/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405033685&sr=1-1&keywords=Collaborative+Sale
http://www.amazon.com/Creating-Million-Dollar---Year-Sales-Income/dp/0470045493/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405033746&sr=1-1&keywords=Creating+a+Million+Dollar+a+Year+Sales+Income%3A+Sales+Success+through+Client+Referrals
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DISCOVER Questions™ Get You Connected by Deb Calvert
Make every sales call count and be the one seller buyers want to talk to! With
this book, you will be able to differentiate yourself from the pack, create value for
your buyers and connect in ways you never knew were possible. The research
and anecdotes from actual sales calls will show you exactly how to become
more effective in all stages of your sales process. You will advance the sale
more efficiently when you use DISCOVER Questions™ and the sales approach
it describes. Buy Here�

Do YOU Mean Business? by Babette Ten Haken
Today's global marketplace brings success to those able to collaborate and
operate in cross-functional teams. Yet many engineers and business
development professionals operate in silos, missing opportunities for personal
advancement and revenue generation. This book shows you how to liberate
yourself from the status quo of discipline-driven mindsets, develop the ability to
simultaneously translate technical as well as non-technical information to
colleagues and customers and understand how your functional role allows you
to positively impact business development. Buy Here�

Duct Tape Selling by John Jantsch
The traditional business model dictates that marketers own the message while
sellers own the relationships. This book flips the usual sales approach on its
head. It’s no longer enough to view a salesperson’s job as closing. Today’s
superstars must attract, teach, convert, serve and measure while developing a
personal brand that stands for trust and expertise. This book shows how to
tackle a changing sales environment, whether you’re an individual or charged
with leading a sales team. Buy Here�

Edgy Conversations by Dan Waldschmidt
You work your butt off, but at the end of the day, you're no closer to success than
you were yesterday. It's not what you're doing that is holding you back, but the
baggage between your ears.. EDGY Conversations is a gut-wrenchingly honest,
no-holds-barred discussion about what it takes to be success today, based on the
stories of 1,000 ordinary people in business, math, politics, sports and science
who achieved mind-blowing feats of extraordinary greatness. Buy Here�

Emotional Intelligence for Sales Success by Colleen Stanley
Even skilled salespeople buckle in tough selling situations, getting defensive
with prospects who challenge them on price or too quickly caving to discount
pressure. Those are examples of the fight-or-flight response. This book shows
how closely emotional intelligence (Ei) is tied to sales performance and how
salespeople can sharpen their skills to maximize results. When customers can
get product information and price comparisons online, the true differentiator is
the ability to deftly solve problems and build relationships. Buy Here�

http://www.amazon.com/DISCOVER-Questions-Get-You-Connected/dp/098973790X/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405033887&sr=1-1&keywords=DISCOVER+Questions
http://www.amazon.com/Business-Technical-Non-Technical-Collaboration-Development/dp/0984898654/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405035954&sr=1-1&keywords=Do+you+mean+business%3F
http://www.amazon.com/Duct-Tape-Selling-Marketer%C2%97Sell-Superstar/dp/1591846331/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405035993&sr=1-1&keywords=Duct+tape+selling
http://www.amazon.com/EDGY-Conversations-Ordinary-Achieve-Outrageous/dp/0989533107/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405036081&sr=1-1&keywords=Edgy+Conversations%3A+How+Ordinary+People+Can+Achieve+Outrageous+Success
http://www.amazon.com/Emotional-Intelligence-Sales-Success-Customers/dp/0814430295/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405036252&sr=1-1&keywords=Emotional+Intelligence+for+Sales+Success%3A+Connect+with+Customers+and+Get+Results
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The First Sale is Always to Yourself by Bernadette McClelland
This book is a call to action! It invites you to begin to see the commercial
abundance with which to make more money, to be able to tap into and create
your own levels of certainty in order to ensure your customers are served at the
highest level. It is all about making that first sale to yourself. It will ensure that
you understand how to differentiate between selling and clicking and how one
attracts and one repels. Buy Here�

From Bud to Boss by Kevin Eikenberry & Guy Harris
Perhaps the most challenging leadership experience anyone will face isn't one
at the top, but their first promotion to leadership. They must deal with the change
and uncertainty that comes with a new job, requiring new skills when they've
been promoted from peer to leader. While the book addresses the needs of any
manager, supervisor, or leader, it pulls from the best leadership and
management thinking, and puts the focus on the difficulties that new leaders
experience. Buy Here�

Go for No! by Richard Fenton & Andrea Waltz
This book is a quick, fun read with valuable lessons that can change the way you
think, sell, and live. In a world inundated with sales books on getting to yes, this
book recommends just the opposite, focusing on how increasing your failure rate
can greatly accelerate your movement toward ultimate success. Through the
dialogue of the two main characters the authors have fashioned an entertaining
story to present the key concepts essential to sales success. Buy Here�

High-Profit Selling by Mark Hunter
This book is a quick, fun read with valuable lessons that can change the way you
think, sell, and live. In a world inundated with sales books on getting to yes, this
book recommends just the opposite, focusing on how increasing your failure rate
can greatly accelerate your movement toward ultimate success. Through the
dialogue of the two main characters the authors have fashioned an entertaining
story to present the key concepts essential to sales success. Buy Here�

Hire Right, Higher Profit$ by Lee Salz 
It’s the revolving door on sales teams. Executives hire what they believe to be
great salespeople, but the results never come – and the salespeople are let go.
This perpetual cycle eradicates profits, makes revenue targets pipe dreams and
has sales leaders pulling out their hair in frustration. This book teaches
executives how to determine what type of revenue investment is needed,
evaluate revenue investment candidates and get a fast, high return on the
investment made in their new salespeople. Buy Here�

http://www.amazon.com/First-Sale-ALWAYS-Yourself/dp/0987356100/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405036304&sr=1-1&keywords=First+Sale+is+Always+to+Yourself
http://www.amazon.com/Bud-Boss-Successful-Transition-Remarkable/dp/0470891556/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405036393&sr=1-1&keywords=From+Bud+to+Boss%3A+Secrets+to+a+Successful+Transition+to+Remarkable+Leadership
http://www.amazon.com/Yes-Destination-How-You-There/dp/0966398130/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405036646&sr=1-1&keywords=Go+for+No!+Yes+is+the+Destination+No+is+How+You+Get+There
http://www.amazon.com/High-Profit-Selling-Without-Compromising-Price/dp/0814420095/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405036697&sr=1-1&keywords=High-Profit+Selling%3A+Win+the+Sale+Without+Compromising+on+Price
http://www.amazon.com/Hire-Right-Higher-Profits-World-Class/dp/1493762621/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405036755&sr=1-1&keywords=Hire+Right%2C+Higher+Profit%24%3A+The+Executive%27s+Guide+to+Building+a+World-Class+Sales+Force
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How to Sell More, In Less Time by Art Sobczak
Regardless of whether you use the phone to set appointments or manage
accounts between outside visits, or if you handle all of your business by phone,
you’ll get hundreds of profit-building ideas from this book that you can use right
now. These take the pain out of using the phone in cold calling, qualifying,
managing accounts, negotiating, and selling. For example, you learn why you
shouldn’t go above or around screeners and how to get them to actually help
you. Buy Here�

Human to Human Selling by Adrian Davis
In our increasingly digitized and fast-paced world, human relationships are often
strained -- sales relationships even more so. Sales professionals must navigate
new challenges as they seek to develop meaningful relationships with buyers
who are often elusive. Human To Human Selling will appeal to sales
professionals and those who manage them by showing how they can increase
sales performance while simultaneously developing strategic relationships with
their customers. This book presents a step-by-step process for building
symbiotic relations with buyers. Buy Here�

Insight Selling by Michael Harris
Selling value to B2B buyers today can feel like trying to stop a freight train that's
hurtling towards the sales graveyard of commoditization and discounting. Today,
an empowered buyer has done research and has a clear idea of his or her firm's
needs and how much the firm is willing to pay. What this buyer wants is insight.
This book answers how a salesperson delivers insight so that it challenges the
customer's thinking without challenging the customer. Buy Here�

Insight Selling by Mike Schultz & John Doerr
What do winners of major sales do differently than the sellers who almost won,
but ultimately came in second place? The authors of this book studied more than
700 business-to-business purchases made by buyers who represented a total of
$3.1 billion in annual purchasing power. When they compared the winners to the
second-place finishers, they found surprising results. Here they share those
results outline exactly what you need to do to transform yourself and your team
into insight sellers. Buy Here�

Leading High Performance Sales Teams by Ken Thoreson
In this book you'll gain skills and techniques for leading and managing your sales
team to the next level of success. Its 39 chapters literally are jammed with
hundreds of proven ideas that address every aspect of sales management, plus
a bonus section provides a prescriptive approach to building predictive revenue.
Topics include making sales meetings count, developing successful sales
compensation pans, building self-managed sales teams and measuring and
managing sales activity and much more.  Buy Here�

www.amazon.com/Sell-More-Less-Time-Rejection/dp/1881081079/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405091940&sr=1-1&keywords=How+to+Sell+More%2C+In+Less+Time%2C+With+No+Rejection%2C+Using+Common+Sense+Telephone+Techniques%2C+Volume+2
http://www.amazon.com/Human-Selling-Lasting-Increasingly-Fast-Paced-ebook/dp/B00F2KZ940/ref=sr_1_4?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405092004&sr=1-4&keywords=Human+to+Human+Selling
http://www.amazon.com/Insight-Selling-differentiate-product-Scenarios/dp/0993655505/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405092132&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Insight+Selling%3A+How+to+sell+value+%26+differential+your+product+with+Insight+Scenarios
http://www.amazon.com/Insight-Selling-Surprising-Research-Differently/dp/1118875354/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405092200&sr=1-1&keywords=Insight+Selling%3A+Surprising+Research+on+What+Sales+Winners+Do+Differently
http://www.amazon.com/Sales-Management-Gurus-Leading-High-Performance/dp/1935602098/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405092247&sr=1-1&keywords=Leading+High+Performance+Sales+Teams
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Lemonade Stand Selling by Diane Helbig
As a small business owner the growth of your business rests squarely on your
shoulders. Like many business owners you may not be comfortable with selling.
But it's tough to grow a business if you don't master the sales process. The good
news is sales doesn't have to be complicated. This book is a no-nonsense, easy-
to-understand resource for everything sales -- from defining the value of your
product or service to successfully closing deals. Buy Here�

The New Handshake: Sales Meets Social Media 
by Barbara Giamanco & Joan C. Curtis
With over 1 billion active users on Facebook alone, today's social media-
oriented climate has redefined the way people communicate and interact – and
how consumers operate in the marketplace. Unfortunately, as a whole, sales
professionals have been slow to embrace the new technology. This book
presents Sales 2.0, a significant expansion from selling via the traditional face-
to-face or telephone sales methods. It examines the impact of the
communications revolution on sales and creates a roadmap for a social media
sales strategy. Buy Here�

Nonstop Sales Boom by Colleen Francis
Do your company's sales results lurch between highs and lows -- with the end of
each quarter reduced to a mad scramble to meet quota? Nonstop Sales Boom
explains how to break this unhealthy cycle and achieve strong, steady results
every quarter, from every member of the team. Packed with enlightening examples
of sales disasters and standouts, this practical guide brings balance to the selling
process, reliability to revenues and booming sales all year long. Buy Here�

People Smart in Business by Tony Alessandra & Michael O'Connor
Ever wondered why your natural behavior sometimes seems to alienate people?
It is because that same behavior may not be natural for others. If you want to get
along with your colleagues, employees and bosses, it's essential to become
aware of your natural tendencies -- and their natural preferences! People Smart
in Business is a unique blend of scientific research on human behavior and 34+
years of teaching people smarts through The Platinum Rule®. Buy Here�

Pick Up the Damn Phone by Joanne Black
Technology has certainly changed the way we gather information about
prospects. It’s also changed how they gather information about us and what they
expect of us. Sales success comes from real conversations with real people.
The trick is leveraging the invaluable sales intelligences that new technologies
provide and knowing when to put away the toys. Pick Up the Damn Phone!
explains why we should be tweeting less and talking more to the customers and
contacts who really matter. Buy Here�

http://www.amazon.com/Lemonade-Stand-Selling-Accelerate-Business/dp/0981800467/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405093846&sr=1-1&keywords=Lemonade+Stand+Selling
http://www.amazon.com/New-Handshake-Sales-Meets-Social/dp/0313382719/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405093939&sr=1-1&keywords=New+Handshake%3A+Sales+Meets+Social+Media%2C+The
http://www.amazon.com/Nonstop-Sales-Boom-Strategies-Consistent/dp/0814433766/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405094410&sr=1-1&keywords=Nonstop+Sales+Boom%3A+Powerful+Strategies+to+Drive+Consistent+Growth+Year+After+Year
http://www.amazon.com/People-Smart-Business-Tony-Alessandra/dp/0981937101/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405094282&sr=1-1&keywords=People+Smart+in+Business
http://www.amazon.com/Pick-Damn-Phone-People-Technology/dp/1935961462/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405094069&sr=1-1&keywords=Pick+Up+the+Damn+Phone
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Predictable Revenue by Aaron Ross
Discover the outbound sales process that, in just a few years, helped add $100
million in recurring revenue to Salesforce.com, almost doubling their enterprise
growth... with zero cold calls. This is not another book about how to cold call or
close deals. This is an entirely new kind of sales bible for CEOs, entrepreneurs
and sales VPs to help you build a sales machine. This book mixes relevance
with humor and unabashed logic. Buy Here�

The Rainmaker's Quick Guide to Lasting Sales Success 
by Carolyn McGowan Coradesschi
In this fast-paced and easy-to-implement guide, you'll discover how to
consistently and easily make sales in a way that respects your customers and
creates predictable results. Field tested in 30 years of selling success, the
author shares her potent tools and techniques to help you eliminate your fear
and sales reluctance, use creative approaches to open doors and cut through
competition and close sales whenever you want in a way that feels great for you
and your customer. Buy Here�

Relationship Selling by Jim Cathcart
Relationship Selling maintains that the purpose of business is to make life better
for people and the purpose of selling is to build profitable business friendships.
Every salesperson's road map to superstar success, the book offers ways to
produce big results without hard-sell tactics and advises how to select and
penetrate key markets, generate an endless flow of prospects, identify key
decision-makers and keep accounts active. It includes checklists, charts, forms
and specific how-tos on each phase of selling. Buy Here�

Rise of the Revenue Marketer by Deb Qaqish
This book is written for the B2B marketing executive who is responsible for
answering the question, "What are you going to do about revenue?" Thus begins
the transformation of marketing from a cost center to a revenue center, a journey
for which most executives are not fully prepared. The book is a playbook for
those responsible for leading this change, sharing how to apply and manage the
key areas of changes required to make this journey. Buy Here�

The Little Red Book of Selling by Jeffrey Gitomer
Salespeople hate to read. That's why Little Red Book of Selling is short, sweet
and to the point. It's packed with answers that people are searching for in order
to help them make sales for the moment -- and the rest of their lives. The book
aims to demystify buying principles for salespeople. From the red cloth cover to
the small trim size to the amusing (but not cloying) cartoons on almost every
page, this is an appealing read. Buy Here�

http://www.amazon.com/Predictable-Revenue-Business-Practices-Salesforce-com/dp/0984380213/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1405311417&sr=8-1&keywords=Predictable+Revenue
http://www.amazon.com/Rainmakers-Quick-Guide-Lasting-Success/dp/0989235726/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405094154&sr=1-1&keywords=Rainmaker%27s+Quick+Guide+to+Lasting+Sales+Success
http://www.amazon.com/Relationship-Selling-eight-competencies-producers-ebook/dp/B004AYD92S/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405094442&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Relationship+Selling%3A+The+Eight+Competencies+of+Top+Saels+Producers
http://www.amazon.com/Rise-Revenue-Marketer-Debbie-Qaqish-ebook/dp/B00G4GI9UC/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405094494&sr=1-1&keywords=Rise+of+the+Revenue+Marketer
http://www.amazon.com/Little-Red-Book-Selling-Principles/dp/1885167601/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405123569&sr=1-1&keywords=the+little+red+book+of+selling
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Same Side Selling by Ian Altman & Jack Quarles
The most widely used metaphors in sales are those related to sports, battle, or
games, a mindset that requires that one person wins and the other loses.
Instead of a win-lose approach, what if you shared a common goal with your
potential client? How might things change if the client felt that you were more
committed to their success than making the sale? Same Side Selling gives
practical steps to break through sales barriers and turn confrontation into
cooperation. Buy Here�

The Secrets of Power Selling by Kelley Robertson
It’s competitive out there and a lot is expected of you in terms of results. But sales
calls can be stressful, closing sales is not always easy and hitting sales targets is
difficult and frustrating. You don’t get much formal training and it’s impossible to
find the time to improve your sales skills yourself. This book provides 101 quick
tips packed with great stories and practical advice that you can immediately put
into action to help improve your sales results. Buy Here�

Selling Fearlessly by Robert Terson
Selling Fearlessly specifically targets the one-call-close simple-sale
salesperson, addresses all the elements of selling and spotlights the paralyzing
fear factor that 80% of the 16 million salespeople in the United States must face
every time they make a call or give a presentation. The author's purpose is to
enlighten and inspire you to become a salesperson, or be a far better
salesperson than you are now. The book is a salesman's instructional manual
down to the grayest subtleties. Buy Here�

Selling in a New Market Space by Brian Burns
Developing an innovative product that breaks all the rules of the market is the first
step to success in today’s economy. Now, how do you get organizations to
purchase it? Selling in a New Market Space reveals the sales secrets of the
companies that have taken their “disruptive innovation” offerings to the greatest
heights. What you need for ultimate success is a team of -- people who use sales
techniques that are as innovative as the product they’re selling. Buy Here�

SHIFT! by Tibor Shanto & Craig Elias
There is a silver bullet in sales – when you get to highly motivated decision
makers at exactly the right time: After they experience a “Trigger Event” but
before they call your competition. With the right timing the sale almost happens
by itself – there are few challenges getting to the prospect, understanding their
dissatisfaction, presenting a solution, or closing the sale. This book presents this
concept in such a way that it can be understood and implemented almost
immediately. Buy Here�

http://www.amazon.com/Same-Side-Selling-Approach-Barriers/dp/1940858062/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405094595&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=same+side+selling%3A+a+radical+approach+to+breakthrough+sales
http://www.amazon.com/Secrets-Power-Selling-Improve-Results/dp/0470839422/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405094636&sr=1-1&keywords=Secrets+of+Power+Selling%3A+101+Tips+to+Help+You+Improve+Your+Sales+Results%2C+The
http://www.amazon.com/Selling-Fearlessly-Salesmans-One-Call-Close-Salesperson/dp/0988182300/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405094696&sr=1-1&keywords=Selling+Fearlessly%3A+A+Master+Salesman%27s+Secrets+For+the+One-Call-Close+Salesperson
http://www.amazon.com/Selling-New-Market-Space-Innovative/dp/0071636102/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405094799&sr=1-1&keywords=Selling+in+a+New+Market+Space
http://www.amazon.com/SHiFT-Harness-Trigger-Prospects-Customers-ebook/dp/B0042X9CGY/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405094869&sr=1-1&keywords=SHIFT!+Harness+the+Trigger+Events+that+TURN+PROSPECTS+INTO+CUSTOMERS
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Slow Down, Sell Faster! by Kevin Davis
The biggest mistake you're making in your sales career right now is equating a
faster pitch with a faster close. Believe it or not, you will actually experience
greater success if you slow down. Slow Down, Sell Faster! shows you how to
stop jumping the gun and how to work with your customers to identify and
quantify their real needs, so by the time you begin your pitch in earnest, you're
already halfway home. Buy Here�

The Key to the C-Suite by Michael Nick
With budgets more stringent than ever, important purchasing decisions have
moved up the ladder to the C-suite. These days, it is crucial for sales
professionals to understand the financial metrics senior level executives use to
make strategic buying decisions and be able to communicate the positive effect
their products or services will have on a company's financial statements. This
book shows readers how to build a convincing business case and present it to C-
level executives. Buy Here�

The Trusted Advisor Fieldbook by Charles Green & Andrea Howe
This hands-on successor to the popular book The Trusted Advisor provides
answers to pervasive questions about trust and leadership -- such as how to
develop business with trust, nurture trust-based relationships, build and run a
trustworthy organization and develop your trust skill set. This pragmatic
workbook delivers everyday tools, exercises, resources and actionable to-do
lists for the wide range of situations a trusted advisor inevitably encounters. The
authors speak in concrete terms about dramatically improving your results in
sales. Buy Here�

Using Technology to Sell by Jonathan London
Using Technology to Sell shows salespeople and sales managers the most
effective ways to leverage a variety of technologies to increase sales and gain
more customers. Topics include making the most of cloud-based customer
relationship management software, putting social media to the best use,
presenting on three continents simultaneously through advanced video
conferencing, using advanced techniques to gain an information edge over
competitors, and much more. Buy Here�

Whale Hunting by Tom Searcy & Barbara Smith
Using the ancient Inuit whale hunt as a metaphor for big sales, Whale Hunting
gives you a clear nine-phase model for successfully finding, landing and
harvesting whale-sized sales accounts -- the kind of sales that transform your
business. Here, you’ll learn how to turn the dangerous endeavor of selling to
large companies and big contracts into a strategy for continued success and
growth. Stop wasting time with little accounts and start landing monster
accounts. Buy Here�

http://www.amazon.com/Slow-Down-Sell-Faster-Understand/dp/0814416853/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405094935&sr=1-1-fkmr0&keywords=Slow+Down%2C+Sell+Faster!+Under+Your+Customer%27s+Bying+Process+%26+Maximize+Your+Sales
http://www.amazon.com/Key-C-Suite-What-Successfully-Executives/dp/0814417302/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405094982&sr=1-1&keywords=The+Key+to+the+C-Suite%3A+What+You+Need+to+Know+to+Sell+Successfully+to+Top+Executives
http://www.amazon.com/Trusted-Advisor-Fieldbook-Comprehensive-Toolkit/dp/1118085647/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405095022&sr=1-1&keywords=Trusted+Advisor+Fieldbook%2C+The
http://www.amazon.com/Using-Technology-Sell-Tactics-Ratchet/dp/1430239336/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1405095594&sr=1-1&keywords=Using+Technology+to+Sell%3A+Tactics+to+Ratchet+Up+Results
http://www.amazon.com/Whale-Hunting-Sales-Transform-Company/dp/0470182695
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